Chemical Enrichment of the First Binaries
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Abstract. Recent studies of Population III (Pop III) star formation suggest that the primordial star-forming clouds can fragment to form binary or multiple stellar systems inside dark matter minihalos. Here, we briefly present the chemical enrichment of the Pop III binary scenarios.
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1. Summary

Understanding the first galaxy formation at the end of the cosmic dark ages is one of the grandest problems in modern cosmology. This formation process is significantly affected by the chemical enrichment from the Pop III supernovae (SNe) formed earlier in the minihalo progenitor systems. Recent cosmological simulations with extremely high resolution have shown that binary systems may be the typical channel for primordial star formation in minihalos. Since the evolution of binary systems and their final fate are very different from those of single stars, it is worthwhile to investigate whether binary stars lead to significantly altered SN feedback. Chen et al. (2015) studied the SN feedback of Pop III binary and single stars. They suggest that Pop III single stars are likely to die as black holes (BHs), or possibly accompanied by very weak SN explosions. A weak SN only carries an explosion energy of $\sim 0.1B$ and a metal yield of $\sim 0.1M_\odot$, due to strong fallback during the BH-forming explosion. However, the enrichment from the binary systems can be more robust, because they contain less massive stars which are easier to blow up as core-collapse SNe. Thus, the recent revision of the Pop III star formation paradigm away from a single-star outcome to ubiquitous binarity in effect enhances chemical feedback in the early Universe.
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